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Welcome! 
Short intro 
 
Several of you on the call tonight I already know – welcome back! Others of you are new to me and I’m 
happy to have this chance to share my insights, knowledge and wisdom with you.  My goal is to inspire 
you to get active. And also to fortify you with tools, tips and mindset so you can make the most of your 
efforts. I’m going to share proven methods that continue to work and new ideas that clients are 
definitely having luck with. 
 
Housekeeping  - I’m going to keep everyone on mute – sometimes there’s a lot of background noise and 
this will make the recording better. If you have a question, you can put it in the chat box. If you aren’t 
familiar with zoom, run your mouse along the bottom of the dialog box and you’ll see the word chat – 
click on that and a sidebar chat box will show up on the right side of the zoom window. Just type your 
question in there. 
 
Centering Visualization 
 
Remember a time when talking to some new guy was fun. If you can’t remember a time use your 
imagination. What if you just had fun talking to some man, even if it went no where. You laughed and 
connected and it was entertaining. Even if he’s not the perfect guy for you , allow your imagination to 
just enjoy the exchange. It’s better than more TV or complaining about the virus. Feel what it feels like 
to have this kind of conversation. What part of your body has any related sensations? Feel yourself smile 
and your cheek muscles get a work out. Feel the laughter in your belly. Breathe deeply to take this in. 
 
What would conversations with men be like if you truly believed this sort of thing is possible? I 
encourage you to do this quickly every time you sit down to use digital dating tools – whether visiting 
the online dating sites or the dating apps. Your energy will be different. 
 
I’ve also created an essential oil blend with high grade Doterra brand oils. If you want to talk about the 
benefits of using them, please feel free to email me. I’d be happy to make up a bottle for you – the cost 
is low. 
 
Why using this time to work on yourself is NOT the answer and what to do now 
instead to help you get what you want out of life 
 
The Spring/Summer season is the very best time to look for love so now is not the time to hang back! 
Don’t put your love life on hold to work on yourself when this is the best time of year to look for love. 
You’ve done plenty of work on yourself already. Now what you need is to build your skills for meeting 
men to find the right one! 
 
What should you do instead? Take the pressure off and just meet men. There’s an old joke about a kid 
who goes into NYC to hear a concert and asks for directions. How do you get to Carnegie Hall? Practice 
practice practice! You may not want to hear that you need to meet lots of men but that is the truth. The 
more men you meet, the better your chances of finding a good match and the mate you’ve been 
dreaming of. He most likely won’t be the first man or maybe not the 27th man. But if you keep meeting 
men you will find him. 
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Greg Brehendt who was the male consultant for the sex and the city show script writers, wrote the book 
It’s just an F*ing date. It skews on the younger side but it’s completely on target and has a great 
message. You don’t need to read it because the title says it all. It’s just a date so get over it. 
 
Find away to stop putting so much pressure on yourself, each man and each meeting. The more you 
relax, the easier you are to be with, the more you’ll enjoy yourself and the more men will find you 
attractive. To be relaxed and welcoming – what does that remind you of? Hospitality! Correct – this is 
your feminine charm in action. 
 
This is why you want to be out there looking. 
 
Plus, and this is  REALLY Big Reason, so many other women are doing NOTHING. So, there is less 
competition right now which can only serve you. The timing is excellent. 
 
RISK FREE DATING – BEST THING TO HAPPEN TO DATING IN YEARS 

Why not being able to meet face-to-face is the best thing to happen to dating in more than 30 years! 
Hookup culture is dead. No one is hooking up right now or running out to meet to check chemistry.  
 
Instead, courtship appears to be making a come back! Remember courtship – getting to know someone 
to see if there are long-term prospects for a potential serious relationship.  
 
If you are the kind of woman who worries that some guy will sweep you off your feet, sleep with you 
and never call again – that cannot happen now. While you do need some chemistry, that alone or 
feeling sparks are not steadfast indicators that a man could be a good match. That’s a sexual response, 
not a love match. 
 
Now it’s true, you could chat with some guy for weeks or months and when it is possible to meet, he 
might not want to or decide to flake then. But that can happen anytime. So, nothing new with that. 
 
This is the real reason why you want to be engaging with several guys to weed out the players, flakers 
and non-serious types. Most often they reveal themselves fairly quickly. Once you see this behavior 
move on rather than giving them another chance or the benefit of the doubt. I’ll talk more about this in 
the 5 step plan to find a high caliber man. 
 

This is a risk-free dating period that no one has seen before! It’s completely revolutionary and unheard 

of. You can reach out, talk to men and never get stood up because you can’t meet them anyway. 

In fact, I read an article about this in Fast Company which says experts feel this will have a permanent 

impact on how people go about finding love. No longer reliant on the instant gratification or jumping 

into bed or even a makeout session, people are looking for connection. 

Now men will still flake or disappear but it won’t happen to you after you leave the house. You still be 

safe and snug at home if a man ghost you or stops responding. Good news is – there are plenty of men 

out there to chat up and get to know who are also stuck at home. 

Lots of dating coaches are recommending connecting with people now so you have some guys to meet 

when this is over instead of waiting to start from scratch weeks from now. 
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There are some good things about doing this. Get better at flirting, texting, talking on the phone to a 

stranger. Feel less awkward, improve your confidence through risk-free opportunities. And you might 

make a real connection that turns into the relationship of your dreams. It is totally possible. 

Now this is where the mindset piece becomes absolutely imperative and where I differ from other 

dating coaches – like some of the big timers Marni Batista and Evan Marc Katz. It’s true you can take 

your time and get courted, while chatting and getting to know a guy over the phone or video. But I 

caution you not to get too attached. Do not fall in love  

This is an exercise is non-attachment because when this virus thing is all over, no matter how great your 

new guy is and how much he says he’s into you, he could still flake when it’s time to actually meet. 

But in the mean time, you could meet a good number of men and winnow them out. You get to see who 

is consistent and who can’t keep his word about the time he calls or the day. You get to observe men’s 

behavior and THIS – THIS IS THE SKILL YOU NEED MOST. 

Because when you watch what a man does vs. says, THAT is how you can pick a winner instead of yet 

another flakey loser who ghosts or disappoints you. You can’t sleep with them or kiss them so you won’t 

have oxytocin clouding your brain or emotions. Instead you’ll have a chance for greater clarity of mind. 

Because you’ll have to wait on all that other fun stuff. 

Now of course there is phone or video sex and if you are the kind of woman who won’t be upset that a 

man vanishes, you might let yourself go and have a good time. But you might be the kind of woman who 

feels hurt when a man disappears after sex, so you won’t participate in this sort of thing no matter how 

tempting. 

Let me tell you a story about Bobbi. Bobbi thought not having sex meant not actually doing the physical 

act. But she went ahead and enjoyed phone sex with a guy very early on in dating. And then suddenly he 

lost interest and she was heartbroken. 

See this isn’t about the actual physical act – its about your feelings. And guarding your heart. So while 

Bobbi thought she was being good by not engaging in real sex, she still was terribly disappointed when 

the guy vanished after her steamy call. 

Why did he do that? He got what he wanted so he moved on. 

We can’t always know a man’s true motives for his behavior. So the best thing to do is hold off – if you 

want intimacy to have meaning. That’s not important for all women and I’m not here to tell you not to 

have a good time. 

But the thing is, right now, you can’t kiss him or have sex. So why not avoid phone sex too and really go 

back to old fashioned courtship that is a slow build as you get to really know one another. 

Another big piece of this is knowing your worth and valuing yourself. A woman who knows her value, 

doesn’t jump into bed or phone sex if she wants a long-term relationship. She knows a quality guy will 

wait as she allows him to prove his worth and true interest. 

Forget what he says! Observe what he does to win you over. 
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The 5-Step Simple Plan to attract a high caliber man – Tonight steps 1, 2 & 3only next week steps 4 &5 
 
1. Believe  

• In love 

• In yourself  

• In men and finding the right one for you 
 
Sometimes your belief will be the only thing that keeps you going – you need it! It’s your rock, your 
motivation, your inspiration. You know love is your destiny deep in your heart and nothing can shake 
that knowledge or feeling. If you feel everything start to crumble – come back to this – love is your 
destiny. It will happen, You will find him and your love will last. 
 
To help with this, on the program page – I Believe audio. Rave reviews. 3 different lengths 
Start with longest. Short is for touch ups. 
 
2. Build self-worth 
When you know you are a great catch, any man who doesn’t want you can quickly become the wrong 
man. Valuing yourself keeps you from suffering rejection. Keeps you from doubting yourself. Constantly 
second guessing everything. Circular thinking and more. 
 
 
To help with this I’ve included my 31 day program Time to Shine. You’ll find it on the program page. It’s 
a pdf copy of the program with 31 chapters for 31 days. Each one has an exercise that will help you build 
self-love and confidence.  
 
These are tried and true exercises that absolutely boost your confidence and improve how you feel 
about yourself. But only if you actually DO the exercises. The more frequently you do them, the better 
they work. So, try to do something almost daily. As often as you can. Most don’t take long and some you 
do throughout your day when you remember. 
 
Build confidence. A confident woman knows how to handle herself. I’ll talk more about this next week in 
the remaining steps of this 5 step plan. 
 
But right now, I want to help you with your actual strategies for digital dating. 
 
If you are already online or the apps, let’s talk about your method. 
 
Daily message checkins – you never know who might reach out and you have 24 hours to respond. Don’t 
dilly dally because that doesn’t work so well. Then reach out to 3-5 guys when you get online to search 
for the kind of man you want. Write a short email with a question so you make it easy for him to 
respond. Ask him something about his profile. Please don’t tell him about yourself because he can read 
your profile and don’t say you have a lot in common – that’s for him to decide. 
 
3. Know your deal breakers and be willing to walk  
A confident woman knows how she wants to be treated. And as a result, if you start to notice red flags 
about any man, you pay attention and you walk away before you get attached. 
 

• You don’t keep texting some guy who doesn’t initiate on his own 
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• You don’t try to keep conversations going when the guy responds with one word answers or never 
asks you a question. You move on 

• You don’t stay open to his disappearing or ghosting act. You block him. Cut them loose, say no 
thanks.  

• You don’t get attached or fall for a guy who hasn’t proven himself over time 

• You don’t stop meeting others until you are exclusive just because you like one guy after some 
texting, a few phone calls or dates 

• You don’t make excuses for any man to allow for his thoughtlessness or lack of follow through 

• You don’t worry about holding on for dear life to some guy who doesn’t treat you well or leaves you 
confused and hanging, thinking you’ll never find another man. You know better. You know your 
value and you are willing to move on quickly, so you don’t waste time. 

 
Simple Rejection Script: It’s not in the stars/cards for us. I’m not feeling we’re a match. We aren’t a 
match but I wish you the best.  
 
 

Adjust and Adapt your regular dating methods for social distancing, so you can start 

attracting your high-caliber man now... without going out! 

A. Adjust Texting 

You might be used to exchanging a few emails, doing some texting, then talking on the phone 

once or twice and then meeting. Well right now meeting is something you want to wait on. So, 

you need to adjust your methods. At this point, you have time to get to know a guy provided 

he’s willing to invest the time. 

Normally I suggest only a few days of texting and then get to the phone for a brief chat – maybe 

15 or 20 minutes before meeting. But now things have got to be slowed down right? 

You could extend your texting time, although I still wouldn’t be at a man’s texting beck and call 

all day and night even If you have nothing to do. He doesn’t need to know that. You are high 

value woman! You have other suitors and your own exciting and rich life to live. 

So, you might text back and forth a few times then wait 20 minutes vs. responding right away. 

Make a man wonder – hey, where did she go? What is she up to or who is she talking with? 

Making a high caliber man wonder is good for his soul and makes him curious about you.  

And if he starts texting into the night, feel free to not respond until the morning or let him 

know you’re hitting the sack. Nothing wrong with that either. 

B. Adjust Phone Calls 

Because of social distancing you can talk a bit longer per call. Normally I suggest a short first call 

maybe 20 minutes before scheduling a date. But now you might talk a bit longer. I recommend 

still not to linger – leave him wanting more. Don’t let phone calls go super long from the first 
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one. You’re a high value woman with a busy life! Let him earn the privilege of keeping you on 

the phone for an hour. 

Remember a high value woman doesn’t hang on for any guy. He has to show genuine interest 

and win your time and heart by making an effort to get to know you. 

 

WRAP UP 

Ok we covered a lot of ground tonight. Next week I’ll complete the 5 steps and then share tips for good 

video chats and dates. Any questions? 

 


